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0 of 0 review helpful My New Favorite Book By Brett This book is probably my new favorite book It is so full of 
tension the entire plot centered on the surprise attack and the necessity for speediness silence and divine intervention 
to make the plan a success The cool thing is is that our knowledge of the final moments that the book leads up to does 
not ruin the book This is because the book gives us a glimpse into t Bestselling authors Newt Gingrich and William R 
Forstchen turn their sharp eye for detail on three men in the middle of the Revolutionary War and the birth of America 
It is the night before the crossing of the Delaware one of the most iconic events in American history and General 
Washington is full of doubt The harsh winter and repeated defeats have dimmed his army s spirit The revolution has 
come down to one desperate salvo as the freezing From Publishers Weekly After hacking their way through the Civil 
War and WWII former House Speaker Gingrich and historian Forstchen take on the Revolutionary War with decidedly 
mixed results Sharing narration duties are Thomas Paine George Washington and Jona 
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work 
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the red summer refers to the summer and early autumn of 1919 which was marked by hundreds of deaths and higher 
casualties across the united states as a result of  a note and a disclaimer the note this great book should really be read 
by everyone it is difficult to describe why it so great because it both teaches and inspires  summary shop new used 
rare and out of print books powells is an independent bookstore based in portland oregon browse staff picks author 
features and more these famous speeches lifted hearts in dark times gave hope in despair refined the characters of men 
inspired brave feats and changed the course of history 
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